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ABSTRACT 

We construct a Gause-type predator-prey model with concave prey isocline and (at 

least) two limit cycles. This serves as a counterexample to t&e g!&al stability criterion of 

th. Biosci. 39:1-IQ (1978)]. 
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e prey isocline is given by y = h(x) := xg(x 
concave down, that is, 
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tions, the interior E* = (x*, y*) exists 

eorem 3.31, it was claimed that (4) together with local stability 

out in [l] that the 

rium being surrounded by (at least) two limit cycles. 

2. 

a for constructing an example with multiple limit cycles is as 
as a bifurcation parameter. For s *C s^ := p(d), the 
= CT,*, y: 1 is unstable, and hence, by boundedness 

n attracting limit cycle or an attracting invariant 
annuhis SdilWding Es* creases beyond s^, xz passes 2, so that 

pf bifurcation at s = t. If we can make 
rcation subcritical, there ~411 be an unstable limit cycle 

tly larger than s^. ence there will be at least 

lying the vector field (1) by the positive function p(x)-‘yfi-’ 
e real number p will be fixed later), we get 
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cation is satisfied. 
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ow we choose p such that D$fI = 0, that is, 
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e xi11 show in Section 3 that it is possible to find functions h and p 

obeying the assumptions (2)-(4) and satisfying 

D&f) > 0. (7) 
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